Video Interview Outline
For Julia Walgren

**** Feel free to write on this outline.

I. Introduction- Biographical info.

II. What do you remember about your father's (Joe Kozelisky) ethnic history?
   A. Why immigrate to America and on to Gallop, New Mex.

III. What do you remember about Joe Kozelisky's coal mining life? (This is very general at the start but we will expand topic as we go through the interview)
   A. What mines did Joe work in? (Patrick's mine)
      1. Focus on his fire boss duties.
   B. Describe Joe's life as a miner during your childhood years.

III. What do you remember about your mother's (Katy Chepoda) ethnic history?
   A. Why the parents immigrate to America and settle in local area?
      1. Bring out grandmother returns to old country and returns.
      2. Bring out Katy living at No. 5 mine.
B. Describe immigrant life in the local area.
   1. Focus on the poverty experienced by the family. (1 dress to reuse each day)
      a. Katy quits school to work
      b. Depression forces early marriages.
      c. Focus on family resourcefulness. (giving birth at home; saving; diphtheria epidemics)

   2. Focus on immigrant ignorance about payments and overcharging.

   3. Focus on recipes and gardening, preserving of food, mushrooming.

   4. Focus on recreation and entertainment by immigrant families. (songs, dances, music, games like bocce ball)
      a. Comment on lodges. (Finn Hall)
      b. How immigrants got around.

   5. Focus on holidays in immigrant families.

IV. What do you remember about your life in an immigrant family?
   A. Describe how coal mining regulated family life.
      1. Picking coal

      2. Going into the mines when you were 10 yrs old. Father lights explosives.

      3. Family income and strikes. Dad was fire boss during 1934 strike. Guard enters Ronald c. 1934.
4. NWI store

B. Describe your schooling years at home.
   1. Focus on English vs. old country.

   2. Focus on school life, friends and what kids did with their time. (family chores)
      a. Violet Klepack and secret marriage

   3. Focus on graduation, jobs and marriage to John (Bill) Walgren.

V. Describe John's coal mining career.
   A. What mines John worked in. (Patricks, No 3 and No. 9.)
      1. Focus on what John did in each mine.

   B. Discuss what you know about the Walgren family history.

VI. Describe how Ronald has changed over the years.

   A. Events that influenced changes.
      1. 1928 still explosion and fire.

      2. 1934 strike

      3. Depression and New Deal

      4. Wars

      5. Closing the mines and the last train from Ronald c. 1986.

      6. Ronald fires and the Ronald fire department.
7. Town behind the Ronald Tipple.

8. Closing of the NWI store

9. Moving homes from Jonesville c. 1927.
   a. Coming of indoor plumbing c. 1937

10. Life around Lake Cle Elum before the dam.

11. Closing the school.

12. Post Office and government services.

B. What is Ronald's future as a community?

VIII. Closing remarks. Advice to young people. What you should know from the past to appreciate the local area.